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Please any one shares Google's APK product without .. You are welcome.. not the root method.. most apk not installing March 25, 2019, 03:30 AM -#2 quote: Originally lined jack_ssl please, any one share of google apk product without .. You are welcome.. not the root method.. most apk not installing It looks like it is available on the following thread. good
luck! UNLESS asked to do so, PLEASE did not PM me regarding support. Sent via ClaRetoX Forum App on my enigma machine aenigma Latin for Riddle and nickname for My Ex-Wife. Page 2 Hi, I'm trying to understand the reasons for my Droid Mini (running Lineage OS 13 from January security update) will not properly connect to foreign networks with
data connectivity. For work I travel to China several times a year and every time I come here data connection is a problem. My home network is T-Mobile; and if I flash my Droid Mini back to the last available stock (4.4.4-SU6-7) the data connection is working fine. So it's not a HARDWARE or PROVIDER problem. It was suggested that I grab radio logs using
Matlog, so I did this and tacked here exporting me to switch the plane mode off and purchasing the network. My base range is currently MSM8960PRO_BP_23255.132.81.00R. This one is back from the last one, but the problem happens on any baseband I've tried... I ALWAYS get a regular link so calls and texts work fine, but never data. If someone can
help me understand these logs and get some clues as to why I can never get a connection to the data, it would be greatly appreciated. Cheers, R Attached Files 2019-03-21-20-01-01.txt - Click on R code (471.5 KB, 0 views) Page 3 Hello everyone, I have BLU Vivo XL4 and I need to change the IMEI number in order for the phone to work in the country, I am
currently in after helping on this site, I was able to unlock the downloader, install a new image of the recovery, and root the phone. However, of the many different methods that I found on the internet to change IMEIs (AT commands by clicking the newly created MP0B_001 file using the MTK recording tool, etc.), none of them works with this phone. I even
took the phone to someone who changed many IMEI numbers and he wasn't able to do it either. Its like there's an extra layer of security from writing IMEIs with this phone. Does anyone have experience with this phone model or perhaps new models that have the spelling of IMEIs locked somehow? I've tried everything I can find without success. Thanks to
the advance Page 4 HI Guys, I have a Chinese projector called Magic-Image M1 with Android 4.4.2. I tried to install a TWRP bootrecovery on the device and it bricked it up! He The H3 Allwinner hardware board runs a taste of Android they made their self called Levision at 4.4.2. I managed to contact them and after fighting HUGH to send me a firmware, they
eventually did! Did! Вот в чем проблема, они отправляют его в формате ЗИП с этими файлами, перечисленными, 2008/02/29 10:33 12 083 200 boot.img 2008/02/29 10:33 32 768 boot0_nand.fex 2008/02/29 10:33 32 768 boot0_sdcard 2008/02/29 10:33 7 209 984 bootloader.fex 2008/02/29 10:33 131 072 env.fex 2008/02/29 10:33 93 075
file_contexts 2019/03/17 17:22 &lt;DIR&gt; META-INF 2019/03/17 14:01 &lt;DIR&gt; Восстановление 2019/03/15 18:57 13 012 992 recovery.img 2019/033 /17 14:01 &lt;DIR&gt; система 2008/02/29 10:33 933 888 uboot_nand.fex 2008/02/29 10:33 933 888 uboot_sdcard.fex я пытался мигать его с PhoenixPro, но он не работает. I'm NOOB with that.
Can someone please help to make it work to be flashed through PhoenixPro? Thank you! Page 5 I've got a tablet stuck on the download logo, is Android 7.0 RCA RCT6973W43 So I want to update the system, there is an android that can use in my tablet? I can't find the original rum, someone can give me information to get a custom rum that will work on it.
Thank you On March 25, 2019, 07:56am No #2 Senior Member More Hello, there is one firmware warehouse on the needroom, it's for registered users only, so try to sign up for free and see if you're able to download. This is Andorid 6 another think if you are able to download in fastboot mode try to download only boot.img or try to flash these files . Warning
!!! Since you have how you say Android 7 on it and these files for Android 6, maybe you can brick your device. So that's on my own, since I can't find 7 files for Android. Good luck Page 6 Is there a way to install an APK from any of the downloader menus? I can install through the ADB if the device is fully loaded and I have enabled USB Debugging. Is that the
only way? If this is the only way, is there a way to reset the device's first attribute download back to the true after the first download, so that the manufacturer's software installation works on the next download? February 6, 2012, 01:52 AM No #2 Senior Klang Member More to get into recovery, run adb, type adb install app.apk/data/app/app.apk to install as a
user's app, or enter Adb install app.apk/system/app.apk to install as a system application. Sent from my LT18i on February 8, 2012, 09:37 p.m. #3 OP Junior Member More Awesome, I don't understand but I'll try! March 25, 2019, 11:56 AM No #4 Junior Member Read More If you have a SHELL connection to STB Put APK on an SD card you should have a
busybox too (some devices have an applet) and in the busybox download install ApkPath/ApkName/data/app/ApkName so the first SD card Page 7 Hello everyone, I want to build a custom core Android Pie for my device, Huawei Mate 10, but I think my issues can work for Android Pie from other providers. I downloaded the correct pie core source for my
model device from a vendor and I was able to build and flash it and it was working fine. &lt;/DIR&gt;&lt;/DIR&gt;&lt;/DIR&gt; &lt;/DIR&gt;&lt;/DIR&gt;&lt;/DIR&gt; The source of the kernel provider has a 2018-11-01 level security patch applied. At the moment I have questions about the level of the security patch. I was looking for information but I didn't find what
I was looking for: How can I download security patches? Is there some email file with all the patches for each level of security? For example, I want to patch the core source with the 2018-12-01 security patch level: . I couldn't find downloadable patch files, or instructions to fix kernel sources. Can someone help me identify the procedure? Best relationship,
Operich. Page 8 Hello. It's so weird. Friend HTC U11 Android phone boots are normal and just as the user interface starts to load, the whole screen took on anything but black. Tapping the screen opens the white dot where the faucet is going (I wonder if they messed up with the developer's options and caused it?). Heavy buttons are still working. It runs in
the background. Swiping down from the top edge doesn't work. Opening a task viewer does not work - there is nothing you can do. Pressing and holding the power button does bring up the reboot/power from the pop-up. Gestures work (tried a three-stroke multi-foot swipe down and the permission request for HTC Connect popped up). These pop-ups take
place over a black full-screen screen. Except for them, nothing works. For a fraction of a second that it loads the user interface when downloading, I tried quickly swiping down the top and clicking on the Settings gear icon, however, even if it goes into the settings the black full-screen takes on exactly the same. Trying to erase the cache. Tried downloading in
Safe Mode - nothing helps. Now, the phone isn't rooted and it's configured with encrypted unlocking when downloaded, so that makes things even harder. Maybe there's a way to install some kind of app that cleans startup apps/services from Google Play remotely using a desktop computer account? Or it won't work until the app is first opened on the phone
right? Maybe TeamViewer Mobile somehow and see if the phone screen appears on the connecting PC? Tried to connect the usb keyboard/mouse. I can see that the mouse cursor is moving around the screen. Tried different combinations of shortcut combinations and nothing seemed to work. Any ideas in terms of shortcuts should I try? Any ideas on how to
save data without losing it, root the loader? He won't respond to the ADB. HTC Sync Manager also does not see. Page 9 It's been annoying me for a few weeks... What's that badge on my notification bar? I don't see it when at home - only when I'm at work (another city)! I searched for android resource developer and tried Google Image reverse search but
drew Still... Xiaomi Pocophone F1. Stock MIUI Global 10.2.1 on Android 9 PK-1.180729.001 Any ideas??? March 25, 2019, 5:22 p.m. #2 GOP Junior Member Read Not Sure If The download/link works like I can't see it - perhaps because I'm a new user! Description - solid oval shape on its side - the first 10% to the left of the oval are transparent. The right
side of the oval is like a circle around it - a circle open at the top where he will meet the oval again. It probably doesn't make sense at all! March 25, 2019, 05:24 PM No #3 Senior member of Mumbai Read more quote: Originally published alivingstone Not sure what photo upload/link works as I can't see it - perhaps because I'm a new user! Description - solid
oval shape on its side - the first 10% to the left of the oval are transparent. The right side of the oval is like a circle around it - a circle open at the top where he will meet the oval again. It probably doesn't make sense at all! 15/10 For the effort sent from my XT1562 using Tapatalk Page 10 pues estoy instalando android en mi PC y e descargado muchas isos
de la pagina androidx86 las booteo en una usb y todo perfecto cuando que que el logo lo que pasa con todas es que no que no se ve solo veo rayas movi'ndose no se que pasa y queria solucionar ese problema e probado distintas soluciones pero ninguna me servido espero me ayuden y se los agradecere por medio de pay modpal edit - translation added
that I install android on my computer and downloaded a lot of isos of the androidx86 booteo page in USB and everything is perfect, when I start the logo that happens to all that you don't see only I see the stripes moving I don't know that's happening and I wanted to solve this problem and tried different solutions, but none of them served me. I hope you help
me and I thank you through paypal @yeiner3030 Forum Rules quote: 4. Use English. We understand that with all different nationalities, not everyone speaks English well, but please try. If you really can't post in English, use an online translator. You can include the original message in your own language, below the English translation. (This rule applies to
your posts, profile entries, and signatures.) You can try :- or or use one of your choice. Page 11 After installing ROM, phone not powering, not recovery or fast download mode, what can I do? I tried using qpst to blink through the Dloader, but it didn't work either. March 25, 2019, 06:55 pm -#2 Senior Member Read More Quote: Originally published msoliveras
After installing ROM, phone is not powered, no recovery or fast download mode, what can I do? I tried using qpst to blink through the Dloader, but it didn't work either. Hi, try installing all Intel drivers with my posts and run xFSTK Downloader in order to If your device is found. 12 Hi - we're going on a long flight later this week and can only access movies etc
through our tablets/phones. Each of my children has an old lenovo lenovo (Wi-Fi only) tablet that won't update past versions of Android 4.4.2. To run an airline app to watch movies etc, they need at least Android 5.0 I read something online needing root pills, and mod and ROM, but I'm the first to admit that I absolutely don't know what any of this means. I'm
just a mom who will be on a 12 hour flight with my kids and need them to have a movie. Anyone able to provide step-by-step instructions on how I can get Android 5.0 (if you think I should go higher than this, please let me know too!). All attempts to give instructions as if the 5-year-old's guide would be evaluated. Lots, thank you very much! PS - I'm not
worried about brickwork (look at me picking up lingo) Page 13 Page 14 Whenever I try to download my Asus MemoPad (me172v) in recovery mode all I get is - No USB cable connection - and when I connect USB to my laptop, it stays the same (I have USB debugging enabled and drivers installed). None of the custom recovery modes are compatible for this
device. Any tips on how to get around/get rid of a No USB screen? Thanks for any page 15 advice hello to everyone. I'm posting today to find out the opinion of you guys at Google Assistant, privacy wise. I have nothing to hide, but I'm a little tired of my phone listening at me, the songs I listen to, the meetings I do, and so on. Google makes a profit from data
collection ... On the relevant question, is Google assistant listening at all times looking at trigger words? Page 16 Running Line 16 (Oreo) on Moto X4. I used to be able to remove all offensive apps for G'gle, except for the game, framework, and some other essentials. I've already washed most of it by installing OpenGapps pico. Now that I'm using a titanium
backup to remove calendar and contacts synchronization, they're brazenly coming back, probably some kind of service with threads looking for it. How do you remove these egregious privacy intrusion apps forever in new releases? March 25, 2019, 11:19 p.m. #2 senior GOP member More Wow. The shallow waters are here. Page 17 can you expand your
ram in your Android phone without roots? Does anyone know? or is there a way to expand the ram? Page 18 Hi, as I have a Samsung SM-T280 7 tablet, how can I change the image that is displayed as I turn on the tablet? (see App...) Page 19 Any person has a custom recovery for Infinix Smart 2 March 26, 2019, 09:58 AM No #2 Junior member More root
only and works on my mobile all you need to do is unlockbl flash file download then install apk to get notifications of root activities, then later you can port twrp ' note I included ori img, also for porting nVNjFapL!7YA6Olk86...qv2_NaLTbrr8wk quote: Originally published by Mihir3218 Any user has a custom recovery for Inixfin Smart 2 Page 20 Hallo, after
rooting IRULU X9 tablet (4.4 kitkat) with Kingoapp it seemed that everything was working well, no problems, no error messages. But But When I restart the system it does plant reset and all the settings are gone and all the installed applications, nothing else. It starts with the day setting the time . . . Does anyone have any idea? Page 21 Hello everyone, I was
wondering if someone could help me understand where media files such as MP4 get to decrypt when downloading from a web page in Chrome? So I have an IDA Pro setup and attached to the Sandboxed Chrome process and the privileged Chrome process and, MP4 libstagefright general library is not loaded into any process. I did some digging and found
that MediaCodec was doing the decryption and I attached to that. The Libstagefright MP4 common lib was downloaded there, but when I put the IDA break on the Lib Access it didn't break anything. Even if I set a break point on functions that are known to be used, nothing happens. I did a test to see if it was a IDA that didn't work properly, but it did. I can set a
break for access against libc.so and it disrupts the libc function (like malloc) when attached to the Chrome sandbox process, so the IDA certainly works properly. Does anyone have a good review of the media parsing and decoding infrastructure against Chrome? Thanks to Page 22 Hello everyone. I hope someone can help me root my phone. There are
some preinstalled applications that are not useful or necessary. SPECS Cherry Mobile Flare S7 Prime SCREEN 5.5-inch HD-IPS LCD Display (720 x 1440 pixels, 293 ppi) from 18:9 Aspect Ratio OS Android 8.1 Oreo (Go Edition) CHIPSETTek Media MT6580 Thank you very much. March 26, 2019, 01:06 #2 junior member More Tutorial Just follow this
tutorial, what do you need? Brain 1 download magisk apk 2 Intall and open see to it that you have access to The Internet 3 Select and Intall after that select patch download images Try to find a patch downloading images on esfile explorer And you can rename the image download patch in boot.img 4 download mt Droid tools You can get the file scattering
from your device on the Mtk Droid tools. After you've created a scattering file, create a new folder, and you can move the scattering file to the folder you're creating and try to move your boot.img to the new folder as well. 5 download spflash tools zip and then extract on you PC or computer after you extract only open flash tools and view your file scattering
that is you can now flash patch download images after you manage to blink now you can restart your phone and return Magisk app, which is all thanks to hehe sorry for my bad English Page 23 My phone SM-j250F stuck in download mode after what help is there? March 26, 2019, 01:25 #2 is available fastboot/bootloader? Page 24 HI, I have Nexus 7 2013
Wi-Fi 32gb, Stuck on erasure, aventually comes as a dead android, showing me the information: Android Recovery system LMY470 E: failed to mount /data (invalid argument) E:can not mount / cache / E magazine recovery:can not open / cache / recovery of zlt;/3e/gt; E:failed to install /data (invalid argument) E:can not mount / cache / last_log E:can not open
/ cache / last_log E: failed to mount /data (invalid argument) E:can not mount / cache / last_install E:can not open / cache / last_install E: failed to mount /data (Invalid argument) E:can't mount/cache/last_kmsg E:can't open/cache/last_kmsg E:Failed closing/dev/block/platform/msm_sdcc.1/by-name/misc (I/0 error) E:failed to mount/data (invalid argument) I
tried to apply an update through the Nexus root kit, the tablet will get stuck on unlocking the downloader. What can I do here to save my pill? can anyone point me to the right direcion please? thanks in advance UPDATE: tried applyupdatefrom ADB again. PS C: UsersKaty'Desktop-platform-tools adb: The term adb is not recognized as the name of cmdlet,
function, script file, or opera program. Check the spelling of the name, or if the path has been turned on, make sure the path is correct and try again. On the line:1 char:1 - adb-devices - CategoryInfo : ObjectNotFound: (adb:String) , CommandNotFoundException - Fully qualifiedErorId : CommandNotFoundException Suggestion (3,General): The ADB team
has not been found, but exists in the current location. Windows PowerShell doesn't download commands from your current default location. If you trust this team, instead think: . Read more about this in the material about_Command_Precedence help. March 26, 2019, 01:41 PM No #2 try installing adb drivers in PC Page 25 Page 26 My Micromax q355
device (MT6582, android 5.0, core-3.10.54) and I use twrp recovery v3.0. but I get the following error---------- ---------------------------- ApplyParsedPerms: lsetfilecon/system/lost'found to ubject_r:system_file:s0 failed: Operation is not supported by the transport endpoint script interrupted: set_metadata_recursive: some changes failed set_metadata_recursive:
some changes failed Updater process ended ERROR: 7 I:Legacy property environment disabled. The error of installing the mail file '/external_sd/s6customrom.zip' ---------------------- also I checked my update script and there is nothing like the statement in it..... . also using this backup recovery/recovery doesn't work properly......... Please help February 20,
2017, 10:50 am #2 junior member Read more, which rom? Hey, I have a Micromax q355 and I was trying to install a custom ROM in it. What kind of ROM do you use? Can you share a link to it please? March 26, 2019, 02:52 #3 Junior Member More Can You Give Me a Link to xposed For q355. q355. q355.
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